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Abstract 
Trust and energy consumption are challenging issues in WSNs. In earlier work, we proposed Trust-Based Cross-Layer Model 
(TCLM), which uses the direct and indirect observation of the nodes to compute the trust values and ACKs from data link layer 
and TCP layer are considered to update these values.  In this paper, we introduce new scheme that consider the limited amount of 
energy for each sensor, and use multi levels for the remaining energy of the nodes and the degree of the priority which can be given 
to some of the packets. Also, we apply our proposed technique to TCLM to make it more efficient, called A Trust-Based Cross-
Layer Energy-Aware Model. We present simulation results that demonstrate the eơectiveness of the proposed scheme in both static 
WSNs. The new proposed model improves the performance of our earlier work by increasing the malicious detection ratio and 
decreasing the energy consumption. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Peer-review under responsibility of Universal Society for Applied Research. 
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1. Introduction  
 Over the last decade a tremendous progress in the field of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) has been achieved 
making it one of the most promising research areas. In these networks, low-cost wireless sensors equipped with a 
radio transceiver and set of transducers through which they interact with the surrounding environment, organize 
themselves in ad hoc multi-hop network, providing the ability to communicate with other network nodes and usually 
a central collection point, called the sink node. A user can receive and process the data sensed by the network through 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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the sink node and additionally inject commands into the sensor network to adjust data collection and network related 
parameters. Users do not want to reveal their data to unauthorized people as the disclosed information could be used 
for malicious purposes. This concern is even more relevant to wireless environments where anyone can overhear a 
message sent over the radio. Therefore, even a very useful and convenient system might not be appealing to the users 
if it is not secure. Therefore, a smart trust management scheme is needed to identify trustworthiness of sensor nodes 
in order to distinguish between malicious nodes and good nodes, and to strengthen reliable nodes and weaken 
suspicious nodes. Trust is currently a hot issue in computer networks which can solve security problems caused by 
malicious members, so building trust relationships among sensor nodes has been recognized as a novel approach to 
improve security in WSNs.  
For that, in our earlier work1, we proposed a trust model for Wireless Sensor Networks based on cross-layer idea 
called A Trust-Based Cross-Layer Model (TCLM) for Wireless Sensor Networks, which uses the direct and indirect 
observation of the nodes to compute the trust values and ACKs from data link layer and TCP layer are considered to 
update these values to make the network-layer decision more accurate. On the other hand, battery powered sensor 
nodes are equipped with very limited energy resource. That makes the reserving of energy in WSNs as one of the most 
challenging issues for design consideration, which means that the selection of sensor nodes for participating any task 
should be conducted carefully, in order to prolong the lifetime of WSNs. In addition,  if an inappropriate node was 
chosen, and it has no capability to accomplish the task or cannot complete the task with an acceptable result, the WSN 
might be ultimately leaded to serious system performance degradation. In addition, by selecting the appropriate sensor 
node during the cooperation process, the entire system stability of WSNs can be improved. Thus, how to choose one 
or several suitable nodes as the cooperation partners for any node is one of the most important issues in a WSN. 
Consequently, in this paper we are going to develop our earlier work by considering the energy consumption in the 
new proposed model to permit the sensor node to use information on its energy status to adjust its participation in the 
network. For instance, we suggest adding energy –aware technique allowing every sensor to work in normal , selfish, 
or sleep mode by using multi thresholds for the residual energy of the nodes and the degree of the priority which can 
give to some of the packets.      
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: related work is summarized in section 2. The description of our 
proposed Technique is given in section 3. Simulation results are shown in section 4, followed by conclusions in section 
5. 
 
2. Related Work  
Since sensor nodes have limited resources, in particular battery power, accordingly, the energy consumed by 
sensor nodes is a factor of paramount importance in WSNs as these networks are designed for many years of 
unattended operation in harsh environments where 
infeasible. Improper energy handling will lead to disappearing nodes, network partition andfinally inability to monit
or reliably the area of interest2. In recent time the issue of energy in wireless Sensor networks has been addressed in 
several works. The authors in3 have proposed simplest form of energy-aware algorithm in which nodes enter a sleep 
state when their stored energy drops below a threshold value and wakeup again when they have been recharged 
sufficiently by the solar cell. D. Hui-hui et al.4, have proposed a multi-angle trust mechanism for nodes in Wireless 
Sensor Networks which adding the sensing data and the node’s energy in the factors of trust assessment in addition to 
communication , and new trust models to calculate the trust values of communication trust, the sensed data and the 
node’s energy.  
M. Pushpalatha et al.5 have proposed a trust- based-energy- aware routing model in MANET. During route 
discovery, node with more trust and maximum energy capacity is selected as a router based on a parameter called 
‘Reliability’. Route request from the source is accepted by a node only if its reliability is high. Otherwise, the route 
request is discarded. In 6,the authors have proposed a secure routing protocol (Ambient Trust Sensor Routing, ATSR) 
which adopts the geographical routing principle to cope with the network dimensions and relies on a distributed trust 
model that takes into account the energy of each neighbour. The authors in 7, have proposed a trust mechanism of the 
human humanity into a WSN and propose a novel power-aware and reliable scheme (PRS) for sensor selection. Based 
on the PRS, they propose a reliable sensor selection algorithm with power-aware for WSNs. The proposed algorithm 
not only considers the multi-attribute value of the target node based on its cooperation records among the nodes, but 
also uses the integrated trust value of the third-party nodes. In8, the authors proposed an energy efficient selection of 
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cooperative nodes with respect to their geographical location and the number of nodes participating in cooperative 
communication in WSNs.  
The authors in9 environment with low energy consumption. This protocol efficiently utilizes the energy 
availability and the received signal strength of the nodes to identify the best possible route to the destination. Ra. C. 
Shah10, have proposed a new routing protocol that is suitable for low energy and low bit rate networks. The idea 
behind the protocol is very simple – using the lowest energy path always is not necessarily best for the long-term 
health of the network. Thus using a simple mechanism to send traffic though different routes helps in using the node 
resources more equitably. Using probabilistic forwarding to send traffic on different routes provides an easy way to 
use multiple paths without adding much complexity at a node.  
In11, the authors derive the optimal node transmission range, and then they propose the Optimal Range Forward 
(ORF) algorithm based on the optimal transmission range, which minimizes the total energy consumption of the 
transmission. In addition, the authors proposed the Optimal Forward with Energy Balance (OFEB) algorithm, in which 
the next-hop node is selected according to the remaining energy of each neighbour node and the distance between 
each neighbour node and the best neighbour location, the latter is determined by the optimal transmission range.  The 
authors in12, have proposed a new power-aware geographic routing technique that combines geographic greedy routing 
with probabilistic random walks to recover from local minim, this technique uses distance metrics that combine 
information about the individual reception rates between node pairs and the relative forward progress candidate nodes 
provide towards the target destination. 
  In13, the authors propose online routing scheme, called Energy-efficient Beaconless Geographic Routing (EBGR), 
which can provide loop-free, fully stateless, energy-efficient sensor-to-sink routing at a low communication overhead 
without the help of prior neighborhood knowledge. In EBGR, each node first calculates its ideal next-hop relay 
position on the straight line toward the sink based on the energy-optimal forwarding distance, and each forwarder 
selects the neighbor closest to its ideal next-hop relay position as the next-hop relay using the Request-To-Send/Clear-
To-Send (RTS/CTS) handshaking mechanism. An effective reliable routing protocol is proposed in14, which uses the 
path backup mechanism, to avoid the packet re-transmission and reduces the delivery delay of packets, in this way, 
the protocol save the more energy.  
The authors in15, have presented a power-aware routing algorithm which merges together residual power of sensor 
nodes and hop-count the algorithm finds the optimal routing path between all the sensor nodes in the network and the 
sink, i.e. attains the best trade-off between energy expenditure and hop-distance to the sink. In16, the authors have 
proposed an Energy-aware Probability-based Clustering algorithm (EPC), featuring high scalability and flexibility 
particularly suitable for large-scale WSNs. EPC establishes energy-efficient routes on the fly during the data gathering 
process, and dynamically organizes sensor nodes into clusters based on a probability factor determined by both spatial 
and temporal data correlations. Redundant data transmissions are suppressed within a cluster and energy consumption 
is balanced to prolong network lifetime. The existing methods are designed to work at one level of energy, i.e. the 
sensors continue sending and receiving till it dies. Also, none of these methods used the multi threshold criterion to 
control the consumption of energy for the nodes. These reasons are the motivation behind this research, to use both 
the residual energy and trust value to select the next hop. 
 
3. Problem Definition   
Given a sink and a set of homogeneous static sensors (S) that are deployed randomly in a two-dimensional field.  
Sensors are homogeneous in terms of their initial energy, sensing range, and communication range. Some nodes are 
sources of transmission and some nodes act as relay nodes. We assume that the sensing area of each sensor s S  is 
a circle with radius rs cantered at the location of the sensor; all the sensors have similar communication range (cs). 
The problem can be summarized by these questions: which nodes should be chosen as next hop depending on the 
residual energy to prolong the whole network lifetime and to minimize the energy consumption in the network? Which 
pre-emptive arrangement can we take to avoid the links break and energy consumption? Does taking the nodes energy 
into consideration affecting the routing trust model from source to sink and isolating the malicious node?  
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4. Proposed Technique    
Since the nodes in the Wireless Sensor Network have very limited power and it’s very hard to 
rechargeable the power supply , therefore, energy is a precious resource which has to be treated in a corresponding 
way and the energy consumption must be tightly controlled. For that a preemptive arrangement has been taken to 
avoid the energy consumption. The major energy consuming processes include sensing, radio communication and 
computing, the computational costs are much lower than communication consumption17,18, whereas it is known that 
every sending or receiving process consumes amount of the node energy. The power consumed for transmitting a 
packet is given by the Eq (1):   
Consumed energy = Pt   *  T                                         (1)   
 Where Pt is the transmitting power and T is transmission time. 
While, The power consumed for receiving a packet is  given by  Eq (2): 
Consumed energy = Pr  *  T                                          (2)  
Where Pr    is the reception power and T is the reception time. 
The value T can be calculated as:   
T= Data size / Data rate                                                 (3) 
According to19,20, there are different energy models that can be used to estimate the energy required by a node n  to 
send a message far enough to reach another node placed at distance d. In the most commonly used model, the energy 
consumption for transmitting a fixed size message at distance d is: 
E(d) = ad  +C,                                                                (4)  
Where α   [2, 6] represents the media attenuation factor and C is a constant denoting the power used to process 
the radio Signal. Following these authors’ direction, we have chosen a value of α = 4 and C =ͳͲହ. When the energy 
level at the node goes down to zero, no more packets can be received or transmitted by the node, so we suggest using 
multi  levels for the energy of the nodes and the degree of the priority which can give to some of the packets. Every 
node(i) is configured with an initial energy (ini_en). Each node computes its residual energy (res_en): 
res_en = ini_en – Consumed energy                               (5) 
 If it is less than or equal to Threshold1 energy (threshold1) ,can be computed by simulation. Then, the node 
notifies the neighbors that its residual energy is insufficient and that no more packets(which not sent to this node(i)) 
can be received or transmitted by the node (i.e. the node can’t work as router). If the node(i) is the destination of the 
received packet (P) or the priority of the received packet flag is set, then the node(i) will treat this packet and the node 
enters in selfish  energy mode for a period of time (selfish_time).  In other words, when the node is in Selfish_Mode, 
it uses its energy for sending and receiving only to its own packets as well as high priority packets. When the residual 
energy reaches the threshold2 (threshold2<threshold1) the node goes to Sleep_Mode. The flow chart of the proposed 
technique is shown in Figure (1), Figure(2), and Figure(3). 
 
5. Simulation Results  
To evaluate the performance of the proposed technique we apply MTE technique over our earlier work, Trust-
Based Cross-Layer Model (TCLM) using Generic Java tool called TRMSIM-WSN simulator after adapting this tool 
to be proper for our work.  The results of new model (TCLMEA: Trust-Based Cross-Layer Model with Energy-Aware) 
is compared with our earlier model to see the effect of the proposed technique. We test our new model against a 
number of random-topology WSNs.  
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the MTE technique using simulation experiments, so we calculate 
some of the performance metrics: 
1- Malicious Detection Ratio (MDR): the percentage of detected malicious nodes in the network. 
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Fig. 1. Flowchart of Proposed Technique 
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Fig. 2.  Flowchart of Selfish subroutine. 
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Fig. 3. Flowchart of Sleep subroutine. 
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2-standard deviation (SD) of the selection percentage of trustworthy nodes (accuracy). 
3- Average Path Length leading to trustworthy destinations. 
4- Average Energy Consumption (AEC): we measure the average energy consumption needed by the proposed 
approach. 
The sensors belonging to our generated networks are spread along a (100 *100) 2m  area, and each of them has 
a radio range of 10 meters. Also, we assume hreshold1= 15% of initial value of the energy for each sensor, while 
hreshold2 = 25% of initial value of the energy for each sensor. We will run the simulator for 300 seconds. 
Now, we study the performance of the proposed technique over the static wireless sensor networks. For that, we run 
the simulator under the same conditions for static WSN, i.e. 1) the number of networks(equal to 50) , 2)  the number 
of executions over each network (equal to 100) , 3)  each client applied for a service 100 times, 4)  the percent of 
client(always  equal to 15%) , 5) relay(equal to 10%) and malicious(from 5% to 35%) nodes , 6)  the rest are benevolent 
sensors and radio range(equal to 10 m), 7) the number of nodes (equal 100 sensors) in each network. Figure 4 shows 
the variation in the Malicious Detection Ratio (MDR) vs. the percent of malicious sensors in the network in the static 
wireless sensor networks.  
Fig. 4. MDR vs. % Malicious Sensors in StaƟc WSN. 
It’s clear that the MDR decreases when the number of malicious sensors in the network increases because the 
density of malicious nodes in the neighborhood for each sensor will increase, and the accuracy of selection the 
benevolent nodes will decrease. As can be seen, the MDR of the new model after applying the proposed technique 
(TCLMEA) is better than the MDR of TCLM. The proposed technique saves the energy for each sensor and prolongs 
the lifetime of the network.  Consequently, the ability of detection of malicious nodes increases.  
When we say the accuracy is 80%, for instance, could be reached because the model always found a trustworthy 
server the 80% of the times, or just because it found it the 100% of the times in half the tested wireless sensor networks 
and the 60%, in the other half, for example. That is the reason why we decided to measure and show the standard 
deviation related to the accuracy.  
Figure 5 shows the variation in the standard deviation of Malicious Detection Ratio (MDR) vs. percent of 
malicious sensors in the network in static WSN. As can be seen , the standard deviation remains quite low and less 
than 3.5 % in static WSN in worst case. 
Fig. 5.  SD % vs. malicious sensor % in staƟc WSN. 
Due to the restrictions related to wireless sensor networks, the resources consumption saving is a critical issue. 
Therefore, a shorter path leading to the final trustworthy sensors implies less involved sensors. Consequently, this 
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leads to less global utilization of resources such as energy. The variation in the Average Path length vs. the percent of 
malicious sensors in the network for static WSN is presented in Figure 6. 
As it is seen from Figure 6, the average path length increases as the number of the malicious nodes in the network 
increases. This is mainly because the number of malicious neighbors for each sensor will increase, i.e. decrease the 
number of good nodes in the neighborhood for each sensor.  As a result, the probability to find more available 
neighbors to select the next hop is decreased. So, the route to the server or destination who has the service will be 
longer. As it can be observed, the average path length in TCLMEA is equal to or larger than the one in TCLM because 
in TCLMEA the level of the residual energy for the neighbor node may be go under the thresholds. Therefore, the 
node will go to selfish or sleep mode and it must look for alternative node to select it as next hop. Also, any trustworthy 
server is never reached (on average terms) at more than 7 hops in static WSN. 
Fig. 6.  Average Path Length vs. malicious sensor % in staƟc WSN. 
Finally, the last experiment consists of measuring the average energy consumption in the networks vs. the percent 
of malicious sensors in the network in static WSN,   and it can be observed Figure7. 
Fig.7.  Average Energy Consumption in the networks vs. malicious sensor % in static WSN. 
As has been shown from Figure 7, we can recognize that the energy consumption increases when the number of 
malicious sensors in the network increases. This is mainly because the number of the broken links will increase. 
Consequently, we need to find alternative links to build the path from source to destination. In addition, more of 
control packets are needed for that.  For these reasons, there is an increase in the energy consumption.  As we can see, 
in the new model TCLMEA, the average energy consumption of the network is less than it in   TCLM model. This is 
because the proposed technique prevents the residual energy of any node in the network from decreasing less than 
threshold value.  For that, the total average energy consumption will decrease.  
6. Conclusion and Future Work   
In this paper, we have proposed new energy technique for static wireless sensor networks, called Multi- Threshold 
Energy (MTE) Technique. The description of this scheme is presented. To evaluate TCLMEA, we apply the proposed 
technique over our earlier work, TCLM, and we have found that the proposed technique works excellently in  static 
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wireless sensor network even if the percent of malicious nodes is high in term of malicious detection ratio, average 
path length, and average energy consumption. As a future work we can test our technique against the scalability, where 
the number of nodes may be huge. In addition, we can make the proposed method adaptive by leting the selection of 
the value for the thresholds are adaptive according to the required task or the application. Another future work 
suggestion is to add new cases of energy for proposed technique; we also can provide a modified scheme for dynamic 
wireless sensor network (DWSN). 
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